We realized that if we could represent practice, then the possibilities for investigating and communicating about teaching and learning—by different communities—would be enhanced. Although others wanted to highlight our practice, what we needed to draw on was our knowledge of investigative practice, not our own evolving knowledge of practice itself.

We understood this as a problem of representation and communication. How could the many complex layers of practice be represented? And how could practice be engaged and discussed by a wider range of people concerned with teaching and learning?

---Deborah Loewenberg Ball and Magdalene Lampert

One telling measure of how differently teaching is regarded from traditional scholarship or research within the academy is what a difference it makes to have a "problem" in one versus the other. In scholarship and research, having a "problem" is at the heart of the investigative process; it is the compound of the generative questions around which all creative and productive activity revolves. But in one’s teaching, a "problem" is something you don’t want to have, and if you have one, you probably want to fix it. Asking a colleague about a problem in his or her research is an invitation; asking about a problem in one’s teaching would probably seem like an accusation. Changing the status of the problem in teaching from terminal remediation to ongoing investigation is precisely what the movement for a scholarship of teaching is all about. How might we make the problematization of teaching a matter of regular communal discourse? How might we think of teaching practice, and the evidence of student learning, as problems to be investigated, analyzed, represented, and debated?

Definitions

Two related challenges are implicit in this transformation. When Ball and Lampert ask above, "how could the many complex layers of practice be represented?" they are really
asking two broad questions: what are some of the ways that we can investigate and analyze the complexities of teaching and learning? And, what are some of the ways that our investigations and analyses can be represented, communicated, and brought forward into professional conversation?

These questions are at the core of the Carnegie project on the scholarship of teaching, and the culmination of nearly a decade of discussion that began with the 1990 publication of Scholarship Reconsidered (Boyer), and then refined later in Scholarship Reassessed (Glassick, Huber, Maeroff, 1997). Over this time, a "scholarship of teaching" has come to imply not merely the existence of a scholarly component in teaching, but a particular kind of activity, in which faculty engage, separate from the act of teaching, that can be considered scholarship itself. "For an activity to be designated as scholarship," argues Lee Shulman, the President of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, "it should manifest at least three key characteristics: It should be public, susceptible to critical review and evaluation, and accessible for exchange and use by other members of one’s scholarly community." These are the core components of all forms of scholarship, and the features by which "scholarship properly communicated and critiqued serves as the building blocks for knowledge growth in a field" (5).

But in order to apply this model to one’s "teaching," or to think it even possible to produce a scholarship of teaching, there first needs to be a fundamental shift in how one defines teaching as an activity and thus as an object of investigation. As Shulman puts it, "Too often teaching is identified only as the active interactions between teacher and students in a classroom setting (or even a tutorial session). I would argue that teaching, like other forms of scholarship, is an extended process that unfolds over time" (5). Shulman describes that process as embodied by at least five elements: vision, design, interactions, outcomes, and analysis. With these elements, the extended act of teaching becomes like the extended act of traditional scholarship or research. It includes a broad vision of disciplinary questions and methods; it includes the capacity to plan and design activities that implement the vision; it includes the interactions that require particular skills and result in both expected and unexpected results; it includes certain outcomes from that complex process, and those outcomes necessitate some kind of analysis. Like scholarship, teaching also involves what Daniel Bernstein calls a "transactional relation" between teaching practice and student performance. "Indeed such a transactional relation [between scholarly activity and the results of that activity] is a benchmark of excellence in scholarly practice" (77). There is then a tight connection between the shift to seeing teaching as an activity over time and a belief in the visibility and viability of teaching problems that can be investigated as scholarship, and not merely for the purpose of "fixing" them.

**A Problem I could Live With**

My own engagement with the scholarship of teaching followed a similar trajectory from seeing my teaching as a problem (or failure) to seeing in my teaching a set of problems worth pursuing as an ongoing intellectual focus. As with many people, my heightened...
attention to teaching was occasioned by a crisis. Three years ago, after introducing a number of experimental "electronic literacy" components into my courses, my teaching evaluations plummeted. I now know that this is not too uncommon when teachers significantly revise their teaching, especially involving educational technology. As little solace as that fact is now, it probably would have meant even less to me at the time, occurring as it did the year prior to tenure. This was particularly perilous in my case, as I had dedicated my whole career to new technologies in the humanities, including the subject of technology and pedagogy. A "failed" semester proposed to deconstruct my entire portfolio. I felt an acute pressure to reconstruct my courses and teaching methods one element at a time, and to justify, track, and evaluate each component of that reconstruction.

Over the next year and a half I revised some courses and created others from the ground up, especially a new introductory American literature course, "American Literary Traditions," for which I've written an online course portfolio (Bass, 1998). In this process of reflection and redesign, I resolved to make every course component intentional. That is, I tried to articulate for myself the reasoning behind every aspect of the course, especially the connections between technology and discipline-based pedagogy. In doing so, I found myself asking questions about student learning I had never asked before. For a decade I had had good success as a teacher: positive feedback, strong evaluations, evidence (anecdotal and otherwise) that students learned something in my courses. Yet, I now realized I knew very little about why certain students did better than others. Or, more generally, I knew very little about how students came to know the material I was teaching. Ever since graduate school I had taught mostly the way I had been taught, and tended to replicate the pedagogies that worked best--quite frankly--on me (or slight variations of me). Now that I was trying to change my teaching radically, those naturalized teaching methods and the assumptions behind them were exposed to be without any clear scaffolding or support by the evidence of learning, however sound or useful some of the approaches were.

**Understanding and Mastery**

This point was most driven home to me as I reflected on what I knew and didn’t know about how students developed what Howard Gardner calls a "deep understanding" of my subject. Looking at my discipline through my own eyes only, I assumed that "understanding" was equivalent and coextensive with mastery. I assumed that students in a particular course achieved understanding (in the space of a semester) by replicating a partial and incomplete version of mastery (a mimicry of mastery) that was like the understanding that developed across a whole course of study. Upper division majors were just farther along in this journey of mastery, with the depth of their mimicry ever more convincing. Either way, I imagined that every student, freshman or senior, major or not, was engaged in some version of the mastery of knowledge model that in its completeness was designed primarily to produce English teachers.
It was only by "virtue" of my crisis that led to a reconstruction that I found myself looking critically at this model for the first time. For example, I realized I didn’t know really if the better students in a course who demonstrated a real understanding of the material by the end of the semester were actually acquiring that understanding in my course, or were merely the percentage of students who entered the course with a high level of background and aptitude. Similarly, I realized I didn’t really know if the students who I watched "improve" from their early work to later work were really understanding the material and the paradigm from which I was operating, or merely learning to perform their knowledge in ways that had adapted to my expectations. (Or, for that matter, I wasn’t sure if there was any meaningful difference between understanding and performing understanding; or as Tom Hatch, a scholar at the Carnegie Foundation is always asking, I didn’t know if "understanding" was the most important learning goal at all times anyway).

As the "crisis" part of this story resolved, I turned to the task of documenting what I had learned in a "course portfolio." When I focused on the process of recording and framing what was happening in my courses, I was struck by the thinness of resources on which I could draw for help in analyzing the nature of learning in my discipline. I realize now that the gaping quality of my questions was rooted in both the nature of teaching itself and the culture of the academy. Grant Wiggins puts it well in an essay, entitled "Embracing Accountability":

Teaching, by nature, is an egocentric profession in the sense Piaget used the term: we find it difficult to see when our teaching isn’t clear or adequate. We don’t easily imagine how what is so obvious and important to us cannot be equally so to novices. Combined with our strong desire to cause learning and to find any evidence of success, we are prone to unending self-deception. How easily we hear what we want and need to hear in a student answer or question; how quickly we assume that if a few intelligent comments are made, all students get the point. This is the tragic flaw inherent in trying hard, and for the right reasons, to get people to understand and value what we understand and value. It then often doesn’t occur to us that students are trying equally hard to appear knowledgeable (5).

My journey that had begun with a crisis had progressed to a problem, in fact a set of problems. The ending had become a new beginning where the broad set of questions that had been raised in the process of rethinking my courses were now coming into focus as clear lines of inquiry that I wanted to investigate over the next several years, in the context of my teaching. My objectives in this investigation do not replace my interest in teaching well (and better), and to make each semester’s experience for students worthwhile; but I also want to look at a set of questions over time, both for my own professional development and as a contribution to the scholarship of teaching in my field.

**The Inverted Pyramid**

For me, the questions I have become most interested in pursuing as ongoing inquiry come back to the issues of teaching for understanding and the match between vision, practice,
and outcomes. Let me briefly describe two dimensions here. The first is what I came to call in my own practice the "inverted pyramid." In reconstructing my courses, and in asking myself how students come to understand what they do, I was led to a set of subsidiary questions. I asked myself what specifically were the four or five learning goals that I had for students in a particular course (as opposed to purely teaching goals or content/coverage goals)? Then I asked myself:

- What did I really believe (and what did I know) about what percentage of students were achieving all of the goals, some of the goals, one or two of them?

- If I had to pick one of these learning goals or outcomes as the one thing that students would retain from this course after leaving it, what would it be?

- Thinking about that one goal, then, could I honestly say that I spent the most amount of time in the course teaching to the goal I valued most?

I think of this as the "inverted pyramid" because in the schematization of my own teaching I perceived that I had my process upside down. That is, I decided (without going into any of the specifics here) that I spent the least amount of time teaching to the kind of understanding I valued most. I was teaching a whole range of subsidiary goals on the assumption that they would "add up" to the kind of paradigmatic understanding that I brought to the subject (the goal of mastery that builds on a wide base and narrows to the destination of paradigmatic understanding). If this was the best way to teach prospective majors, or the students in a class most likely to take more courses in the subject, I had no evidence of that, other than my own education experience; nor did I have any evidence that it was the best way to teach all students, especially the novice learners being introduced to the subject, and those who might possibly never take another literature course again.

**Benchmark Understanding**

One focus of my ongoing inquiry is now on the problem of teaching more directly to the student learning goals I value most. For me, in my own subject and pedagogical practice, that entails (to state it briefly) a combination of constructivist pedagogies--including work with electronic archives and hypertext writing tools--that engage students more actively with the complexities of textual form and contextual meaning, even at the expense of more traditional kinds of coverage. The general problem of teaching for understanding has led me to wonder specifically about the extent to which students' prior understandings of a field--its deep structures and assumptions, not just its facts and principles--situate a person to acquire new knowledge.

Many years ago, I was teaching a Freshman Honors English course in American literature. We were reading a non-fiction travel narrative by the historian Francis Parkman, called the *Oregon Trail*, a story of his youthful excursions into "frontier"
America in the mid 1840's. Parkman’s book is not really literature in any traditional sense. The value in reading it in a literature course was for the exquisite insight the book gives into 19th-century scientism and ethnocentrism. In this way the book lays bare a set of 19th-century assumptions about romanticism, realism, culture, and truth that underlie much of the literature of the period. This was my rationale for teaching it, and it was my impression that these were the themes that the class and I were unpacking this particular semester in each of the first three class sessions on Parkman’s text. Then, on the fourth day, as I was unpacking my backpack before class, I overheard one student (a really good student) say to another student in the front row: "I can’t believe that Professor Bass thinks this is a great book."

I was stunned. I had to interrupt: "You think I think this is a great book? Not only don’t I think it is a great work of literature, I don’t even think it is a great book in terms of ideas. In fact I think it is a horrible book, full of arrogance and self-aggrandizement. But it is also full of insight into a particular way of seeing in the 19th century. That’s why we’re reading it. I don’t think it is a great book. I think it is an important book."

At the time, I thought the problem was merely that I had not clearly communicated my intentions for teaching this book to the class. And indeed I hadn’t. But I realize now that the problem was deeper than that. To me, the distinction between a "great" book and an "important" book was sufficiently rationalized in the context of my field. But it was a meaningless distinction to these freshmen. It was a distinction that they couldn’t make based not only on a lack of disciplinary knowledge, but on a whole set of learned assumptions (perhaps "socializations") about what literature is supposed to be, about why you take literature in college, about what it should have meant to be in a "freshman honors English" course, and about what kind of knowledge you were supposed to take away from studying particular kinds of objects in particular contexts. I’m not saying that all their assumptions were wrong and had to be unlearned; I’m merely saying that I hadn’t taken into account--nor endeavored to discover--what those assumptions were. And if my goal was to expand those assumptions--which in large part it was--then I needed to do much more to begin where the students were beginning.

Now, many years later, I find myself returning to questions about the relationship between student prior understanding and their capacity to acquire new understanding, as a problem worth pursuing for my own scholarship of teaching. In this line of inquiry I want to learn more not only about my students’ entering knowledge, but how their self-awareness of learning might help them develop a deeper understanding of certain disciplinary principles more quickly and meaningfully. In fall 1998, while a visiting professor at George Mason University, I instituted for the first time an opening day reflective exercise that asked students to read and respond to a set of documents similar to those we would be working with throughout this interdisciplinary course on the culture and history of the 1890's. I had been using opening day inventories for years. In these I would ask questions about previous literature courses, what books students had read by the authors we would be reading, and how much experience they had working with new technologies (all valuable opening day data); this time I asked questions that attempted to elicit from students what they knew--and what they thought about what they knew--
regarding the kind of work we would be doing. In this opening exercise I directed them to
three different cultural/historical artifacts: a poem, a photograph, and a review of a stage
play from the 1890's. I asked them to answer the following questions about each artifact:

1. What do you see here? Describe the document/artifact in terms of content,
without being interpretive.
2. What do you think you know about this document based on reading it and any
previous knowledge?
3. What do you think the document reveals about its era? What kinds of information
can be learned from the document? (There might be more than one kind of
information).
4. What don’t you know about the document? What questions would you ask about
it?
5. If you were going to do further research on this document on the World Wide
Web or in the library, how would you go about it?
6. What knowledge or skills are you bringing to this course from other learning
experiences you’ve had that help you make sense of these documents?

The exercise took a long time. I gave them more than hour. In fact it took the entire
balance of the opening day after the general introduction to the course. It was an hour
when I would normally have started presenting or introducing them to the subject. I
suppose I could have had them do it outside of class, but it was important to me for them
to complete the activity before I had started contextualizing the course. I wanted to know
what they knew, and what they knew about what they knew, not what they were able to
perform based on what they thought I wanted them to know.

What I learned was in part diagnostic. I learned which students had what kind of
background (or background they remembered) in the period and in history and literature.
But I learned much more than that. Their responses revealed a great deal about their
assumptions of what it meant to look at and derive information from historical
documents. For example, in their responses to #3 ("What do you think the document
reveals about its era") most students indicated in one form or another that there was a
"right answer" that they did not yet have enough context to know. Or, in their responses
to #6 ("What knowledge or skills are you bringing to this course from other learning
experiences you’ve had that help you make sense of these documents"), most students
said they either were or were not bringing specific content knowledge to make sense of
them. Only two recognized that they might have skills, or ways of reading, (as opposed to
positive content knowledge) that would help them make sense of the documents. This
was really important. Since one of my stated goals of the course was to give students
skills and methods that would enable them to encounter historical materials in other
contexts more capably, the disjunction between content-knowledge and method-
knowledge was critical for me (and them) to see at the outset. This all helped me
immeasurably to adjust the course even more to approach the question of historical and
documentary interpretation from the standpoint of process and complexity and to
foreground these emphases in the course.
On the last day of class I handed back their opening day responses, asked them to look at the same three artifacts and to look at what they wrote on the first day. On this day I asked them how their response to these artifacts would be different now, what they had gained from the course that helped them read the documents more knowledgeably, and what they were taking away from the course that would help them in another course about culture and history. With this reflection, (again without going into any detail here) I was able to see a change in their rhetoric about the complexity of textual meaning, and in their perceptions about the components of the course that led to that change.

This meta-reflective dimension is a key piece of evidence in my ongoing inquiry into how students come to learn and understand complex ideas about culture and history. Of course as I assess the effectiveness of the course and its methods there are other places I would look for evidence of student learning, such as in their written work. But overall, what has been striking for me is the way in which my initial questions gave rise to particular problems. And, as with other kinds of scholarly and intellectual work, the more I pursue those problems as inquiry and the more I reflect on what I'm learning, the more complex those problems seem.

Against the Grain

It takes a deliberate act to look at teaching from the perspective of learning. Actually, it takes a set of acts--individually motivated and communally validated--to focus on questions and problems, gather data, interpret and share results. The range of questions may take many different forms. The nature of the data may be quantitative or qualitative; it may be based on interviews, formative assessment instruments, test performances, student evaluations, or peer review, or any combination by which the "multiples of evidence" may be obtained. The nature of the scholarly design could vary from tracking three students of ranging abilities from the beginning of the semester to the end, to studying group dynamics in videotape of student collaborative work, to comparing and contrasting content analysis of student written work across semesters. The object of analysis may range from the acquisition of basic skills to the development of personal values or the transformation of whole knowledge paradigms.

As with scholarship or research, you cannot investigate everything at once. Indeed it may be that you can’t investigate more than one question at a time. What matters most is for teachers to investigate the problems that matter most to them. In this way, a scholarship of teaching does not imply a new set of elaborate accountability procedures tied onto the luggage rack of every teaching vehicle. The movement for a scholarship of teaching seeks first and foremost to legitimate a new set of questions as intellectual problems. Arriving there, the discourse surrounding the scholarship of teaching can begin to chart what is yet uncharted terrain, a landscape that will feature the convergence of disciplinary knowledge, pedagogical practice, evidence of learning, and theories of learning and cognition. Ultimately, it will be a discourse based on disciplinary protocols of investigative practice calibrated to the idioms of particular campus and institutional cultures.
I agree with Diana Laurillard's claim in her book, *Rethinking University Teaching*, that "teaching is not a normative science" (8). It can be done effectively or ineffectively. It can always be done better. But the widely held presumption that it can be done right, or that it need only be done competently, has strangulated the development of teaching as an intellectual enterprise and analytic subject. Laurillard puts it this way:

The academic system must change. It works to some extent, but not well enough. And as higher education expands we cannot always rely on human ingenuity to overcome its inadequacies. It is always possible to defend the inspirational lecturer, the importance of academic individuality, the value of pressuring students to work independently, but we cannot defend a mode of operation that actively undermines a professional approach to teaching. Teachers need to know more than just their subject. They need to know the ways it can come to be understood, the ways it can be misunderstood, what counts as understanding: they need to know how individuals experience the subject. But they are neither required nor enabled to know these things. (6)

Enabling teachers not only "to know these things" but to share them in serious ways is what a scholarship of teaching is about. Ultimately, the measure of success for the scholarship of teaching movement will not be the degree to which it can--by focusing on the "many layers of practice" at the heart of teaching --discover solutions worth implementing, but the extent to which it is successful in discovering problems worth pursuing.
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The cases that constitute this volume represent work in progress by faculty selected as Carnegie Scholars with the Carnegie Academy for the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (CASTL). Each of the eight authors tells the story of her or his efforts at "opening lines" of inquiry into significant issues in the teaching and learning of the field. In particular, their accounts focus on the doing of this kind of investigative work—that is, on methods and approaches for undertaking the scholarship of teaching and learning.

A key principle of this volume is that there is no single best method or approach for conducting the scholarship of teaching and learning. Indeed, the cases illustrate a need for approaches that are useful and doable in the varied contexts represented by their authors. Mills Kelly, for instance, explores questions about teaching and learning at a large public research university; Donna Duffy undertakes her investigation in the quite different setting of a community college. Both public and private institutions are represented; several are urban, one is Catholic, and another, Spelman, is an historically black college for women. The authors' fields are diverse as well, including humanities, social sciences, natural sciences, business, and an interdisciplinary program. Several of the eight are senior faculty, well along in their academic careers; one is not yet tenured. All of these differences play into the way the authors think about and undertake their scholarship of teaching and learning. The desire to illustrate a variety of approaches, and to preserve the contexts and particulars of their use, underlies our decision to build this volume around cases. Cases capture details and differences.

But readers will find common themes as well. The cases were developed through a process designed to reveal aspects of the scholarship of teaching and learning that crosscut contexts and fields. This process began with two-hour phone interviews, conducted by me with each of the authors. The interview was turned into a rough transcript, which the author then reworked around a set of common topics or questions that emerged as the interviews were undertaken, and which appear as more or less standard headings in the finished cases collected here. For instance, all of the authors describe the process of formulating their question or questions. Each also describes the investigative strategies he or she considered using, how choices were made among these, how the various approaches worked or didn’t, and what was learned from doing the work. In a final section
of each case, the author offers advice to faculty newly undertaking the scholarship of teaching and learning. Our hope is that by organizing the cases around a set of standard elements we have made it easier for readers to extract transferable lessons and themes they can apply in their own work.

As a further aid to this task, an accompanying CD-ROM provides additional information and resources. For instance, Dennis Jacobs talks, in his case, about a focus group protocol he adapted and used as part of his study of at-risk students in chemistry; that protocol appears in the “analytical tools” section of the CD-ROM, where it can be accessed, adapted, and used by readers. Additionally, the CD offers samples of student work, artifacts such as syllabi and exams, and links to electronic course portfolios as well as leads to further resources relevant to “how to” questions.

The “opening lines” of the volume’s title point to the process of undertaking inquiry. The phrase has another meaning, as well. The work reported in this volume is (or was at the time of writing) work that is at its opening, if you will, rather than its closing stage. Each case includes a section on emerging conclusions, but these are typically preliminary (though the CD-ROM includes more information of this kind for some of the cases, and all of the authors are writing and speaking about their work in other forums as findings emerge more firmly). The purpose here, in this volume, is to feature work at a fairly early stage—early in the particular investigation reported but also, for many of the authors, early in the experience of a scholar who is a relative newcomer to this kind of work and therefore learning from the process as it unfolds. As will be clear, many of the authors are actively thinking about where this work will take them next and how—or whether—it might find a more central place in their career trajectory.

This book represents “opening” work, too, in the larger sense that the scholarship of teaching and learning is not yet fully defined or conceptualized, making this an important time to examine emerging practices. We are lucky to have practitioners willing to go public at this stage so that the field can learn from their successes as well as from the challenges they face.

What can be learned from the case authors’ work? Because the impetus for this volume is the need expressed by growing numbers of faculty for concrete, practical guidance about designing and conducting the scholarship of teaching and learning, the authors have provided a good deal of concrete, practical detail—about how to use a focus group, for instance, or ways to work with colleagues as co-investigators. In contrast, the purpose of this introduction is not to compile their suggestions but to set forward several larger themes reflected in the eight cases—themes that help build the conceptual and theoretical foundations needed for the practice of the scholarship of teaching and learning.

An Ethic of Inquiry

The opening section of each case focuses on the genesis and shaping of the question or questions the scholar wishes to examine. Indeed, this opening section is one of the longest in many of the cases, which speaks both to the difficulty of this first stage of work and to its usefulness as a window into the character of the scholarship of teaching and learning. How does it emerge as a practice? Why would an already too-busy faculty member want to do it?

Based on the cases, one answer is that the scholarship of teaching and learning often begins in quite pragmatic questions. Cindi Fukami explains the source of her question by telling the story of the wood cutter who never found the time to sharpen his saw and therefore wasted both time and energy. That,
Hutchings

says Cindi, was the predicament in the MBA program at the University of Denver, where she and her colleagues had been employing a group-project assignment (a central element of a central course in the curriculum) that was clearly in need of “sharpening.” The scholarship of teaching and learning provided the context to turn this sticking point into an opportunity for purposeful experimentation and study.

What’s notable, however—in Cindi’s case and others—is that the decision to examine an aspect of practice in a new way was not only a practical one but one with a deeper motivation as well. Continuing with an assignment that did not serve student learning had simply become untenable for Cindi; it didn’t feel right. Similarly, for Dennis Jacobs the decision to examine the impact of an alternative section of General Chemistry began with his realization that students who could not succeed faced permanent roadblocks to next stages of their college work and career ambitions. “My empathy went to these students,” he writes, “and I felt a responsibility to address what I saw as an injustice.” Donna Duffy tells the story of wanting to find a better way to teach abnormal psychology to students who were already, in many ways, working against the odds. “Abnormal psychology is mostly about the problems that people face,” she writes, “and to counter that I tried organizing the course around the more positive concept of resilience. … It’s a more hopeful and hope-giving version of the course.” As these and other cases in this volume illustrate, the shaping of a good question for the scholarship of teaching and learning is not only a practical and intellectual task but often a moral and ethical one as well.

Asking the right question can also mean a radical shift from usual practice. In an essay that has become a sort of seminal text for CASTL, Randy Bass, a faculty member in American Studies at Georgetown University and a 1998 Carnegie Scholar, writes:

One telling measure of how differently teaching is regarded from traditional scholarship or research within the academy is what a difference it makes to have a “problem” in one versus the other. In scholarship and research, having a “problem” is at the heart of the investigative process; it is the compound of the generative questions around which all creative and productive activity revolves. But in one’s teaching, a “problem” is something you don’t want to have, and if you have one, you probably want to fix it. Asking a colleague about a problem in his or her research is an invitation; asking about a problem in one’s teaching would probably seem like an accusation. Changing the status of the problem in teaching from terminal remediation to ongoing investigation is precisely what the movement for a scholarship of teaching is all about. How might we make the problematization of teaching a matter of regular communal discourse? How might we think of teaching practice, and the evidence of student learning, as problems to be investigated, analyzed, represented, and debated?

The reports in this volume are cases of this process of posing problems, of making publicly problematic the important work of teaching and learning. They show us what it means to take seriously our professional responsibility as scholars to examine that work and to share what we discover and discern.

In the final “lessons learned” section of his case, Bill Cerbin puts it this way: “Like all forms of scholarship, the scholarship of teaching has to be motivated finally by personal commitments. … The wrong reason to do the
scholarship of teaching is because it’s now listed in the criteria for promotion and tenure; that’s a formula for turning important work into just a job, one more hurdle or task. I think there’s an important message here about passions, and pursing ideas that really matter to you.”

A Taxonomy of Questions
Every scholarly and professional field is defined in part by the questions it asks. It is useful, then, to examine the kinds of questions that characterize the scholarship of teaching and learning. The eight cases collected here help to elaborate a taxonomy of questions that has been emerging through the work of the Carnegie Academy for the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (CASTL booklet, 5).

One kind of question is about “what works.” Not surprisingly, this is where many faculty begin—seeking evidence about the relative effectiveness of different approaches. (“What works” questions in the scholarship of teaching and learning are cousins, it might be said, to the assessment movement—though for many faculty assessment comes with a hard “prove it” edge that is quite different from the “ethic of inquiry” adduced just above.) Mills Kelly, for instance, traces his scholarship of teaching to a question from his department chair, who asks whether students in Mills’ Web-based history course are learning more than they would in traditional print-based versions of the course. This is, Mills realizes, a “wonderful question” that he himself has not asked, and he sets out to answer it. Dennis Jacobs, similarly, began his investigation with a desire to know more about the effectiveness of an alternative design for the general chemistry course at Notre Dame. Indeed, for both Mills and Dennis the power of the “what works” question lies, in part, in the fact that such questions are shared—by Mills’ chair, and, in Dennis’ situation, by colleagues who want to know what works and how, therefore, to invest limited departmental resources.

In short, the “what works” question is often one that has a ready audience, an element much to be wished for in this and other forms of scholarship, and one that is most usefully considered in the original framing of the question rather than as an afterthought.

A second kind of question focuses on “what is.” Here the effort is aimed not so much at proving (or disproving) the effectiveness of a particular approach or intervention but at describing what it looks like, what its constituent features might be. Investigations of this descriptive type might, for instance, look at the dynamics of class discussion around a difficult topic; they might be efforts to document the varieties of prior knowledge and understanding students bring to a particular topic or aspect of the discipline. Among the eight cases collected here, Sherry Linkon’s is perhaps the clearest illustration of the “what is” type. Her aim, as she tells us, is to understand interdisciplinary courses from the students’ point of view—an antidote to the usual focus on the experience of the teacher. “People [in my field] have published a lot of teaching stories—wherein the teacher tells about what she taught, how she taught, what happened, and how the students liked it. These are wonderful stories, but they don’t necessarily get us to a deeper understanding of what’s going on for students.” Sherry thus sets out to describe and systematically analyze the student experience of interdisciplinary courses in her program at Youngstown State. This topic is being explored by several other Carnegie Scholars as well, and Sherry sees as a next step in her work collaboration and data sharing through which their respective findings can be tested and refined across settings.

The “what is” question is closely related to a third type, which Lee Shulman calls “visions of the possible.” Mona Phillips’ work exem-
plifies this category. She begins with a question about how her sociology students understand and engage in the process of theorizing (as opposed to their knowledge of particular theories) but, as she describes in the initial section of her case, she becomes increasingly focused on fostering “an emotional dimension of learning,” which she speaks of as joy. “I want to understand more about how I can help students see themselves as part of the wonderful process of understanding the world around them and their position in it.” To create (and examine) a course with this kind of goal—a goal, as she notes, that many sociologists would not endorse or embrace—is indeed to commit to and enact a vision of the possible. It recalls Bill Cerbin’s point, quoted above, about the origin of this work in personal passions.

Mariolina Salvatori, too, illustrates the kind of inquiry that begins with a vision of the possible. In her case the context is an English classroom in which students’ “moments of difficulty” are seen and treated not as shortcomings or deficits (the student does not understand the final couplet of the poem because she’s just not smart enough) but as opportunities for learning. Indeed, Mariolina sees such moments as windows, often, into defining elements and issues in the particular text or even the larger content of the discipline; that is, difficulties can be used to uncover what is most essential to understanding.

But Mariolina’s work also illustrates a fourth type of question, which is not so much exploring an aspect of practice as it is formulating a new conceptual framework for shaping thought about practice. This type of question is, thus far in the scholarship of teaching and learning “movement,” underrepresented. That’s too bad because—as is illustrated by Mariolina’s collaboration with colleagues (Mills Kelly is one of them) who are adapting her framework to other disciplines—new models and conceptual frameworks generate new questions that can, in turn, enrich the scholarship of teaching and learning and extend its boundaries.

Bill Cerbin agrees. Noting that faculty interested in problem-based learning (the topic of his study) may find clues to practice in what he has done, he nevertheless anticipates that the greater contribution, in the long run, may lie in “some useful theoretical distinctions both to the concept of learning with understanding and also to teaching for understanding. A global idea that comes out of this investigation is how important it is to understand why some things are hard for students to learn.” This kind of theory building, Bill argues, is an important element of the scholarship of teaching and learning.

It is important to note that these four types of questions are by no means mutually exclusive. As noted, Mariolina’s work spans at least two of the categories. Dennis Jacobs started with a “what works” question but later added a more process-focused dimension to his investigation, looking not only at impact and effectiveness but (using videotapes of student cooperative-learning groups as well as focus groups) at understanding more deeply what is happening in the course. Sherry Linkon begins with a “what is” question about her students’ experience of interdisciplinary teaching and learning but she soon finds herself “doing a lot of playing around” with questions (perhaps this is a fifth type) about methods of inquiry, noting, “I saw this as a chance not only to learn more about interdisciplinary teaching and learning but she soon finds herself “doing a lot of playing around” with questions (perhaps this is a fifth type) about methods of inquiry, noting, “I saw this as a chance not only to learn more about interdisciplinary studies but also to explore methods for understanding more about the student learning process. Part of my goal is to experiment with different approaches, to see whether I like them, to see what I get from them.”

Finally, it should be noted that the taxonomy of questions described here is only one model. Craig Nelson, a biologist from Indiana
University and a 2000 Carnegie Scholar, recently developed a document (included on the CD-ROM) of “selected examples of several of the different genres of the scholarship of teaching and learning,” which he defines in large part by unit of analysis: reports on particular classes, reflections on many years of teaching experience, and summaries and analyses of sets of prior studies. Craig entitles his document “How Could I Do the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning?” and his title speaks to the value of such efforts at classification, part of which is to put forward possibilities and encourage practice of different types. Additionally, this kind of mapping of the field may be helpful in showing how various instances of the scholarship of teaching and learning connect, where the lines of relationship lie, where there are gaps that need to be filled.

Thinking about Methods
A central focus of this volume is, of course, methods. And a central lesson about methods leaps immediately out of the details: that a mix of methods will tell you more than a single approach. Looking across the eight cases we see a rich array of possibilities for gathering and analyzing evidence: course portfolios, the collection and systematic analysis of student work (often by secondary readers, sometimes with newly developed rubrics), videotape, focus groups, ethnographic interviews, classroom observation, large-scale longitudinal tracking, questionnaires, surveys, and more. And within each individual case we see the variety of ways these approaches can be combined in order to give the fullest possible picture.

On the one hand this methodological pluralism (within and among projects) is common sense. Teaching and learning are complex processes, and no single source or type of evidence can provide a sufficient window into the questions we most want to explore. Indeed, as Craig Nelson points out, “Learning and teaching are complex activities where approximate, suggestive knowledge can be very helpful, and, indeed, may often be the only kind that is practical or possible.” But faculty new to this work are likely to begin with a more limited set of methodological possibilities, recognizing the need for a larger and more varied set only as the investigation unfolds. For many such faculty, this means becoming familiar with approaches that are totally new and even against the grain, a process (as the case authors make clear) that can be both exciting and intimidating.

What is also clear is the power of the disciplinary context in shaping the way faculty think about and design their approaches to the scholarship of teaching and learning. Mary Huber, a senior scholar at the Carnegie Foundation, has been exploring disciplinary styles as part of her work with CASTL, and her paper on the topic has prompted vigorous discussion among Carnegie Scholars and other faculty interested in the scholarship of teaching and learning. The cases here further illustrate many of her points.

Mills Kelly, for instance, talks about methods in what is essentially a homecoming story. Early in his work, he tells us, he found himself casting about, trying to figure out how to do this thing called, somewhat dauntingly, “the scholarship of teaching and learning.” Behaving like a good historian, he went to the library and began reading about the use of multimedia in the teaching and learning of his field; what he found was a body of educational research (mostly not focused on history or, indeed, on any particular discipline) employing “a methodology that I knew nothing about—a new language, a use of control groups, a scientific approach.” It was not familiar or comfortable ground: “I’m not an educational researcher by training. I’m an historian.”
It was only later, when Mills read the work of another historian who had been studying the teaching and learning of history, that he realized the relevance of his own background—that the tools and dispositions of an historian might, that is, stand him in good stead in addressing questions about teaching and learning. His question about recursive reading, for instance, is an historian’s question about a process that Mills sees as essential to the doing of history. And his electronic course portfolio can be seen as a kind of chronicle of the course, an account of its unfolding over time, with links to relevant artifacts and evidence.

The influence of the discipline on the conduct of the scholarship of teaching and learning is illustrated nicely by Sherry Linkon’s case, as well. Noting the need to ask her questions about the student experience of interdisciplinarity “at various levels and in various contexts,” she says, “This is very like my process in doing my regular research. I look at different sources and look for patterns of meaning, relationships, and so forth. Sometimes I feel like I’m not getting anywhere because I’m not finding clear answers. Other times I feel like I’m learning a lot despite the fact that I’m not finding clear answers. I’m a humanities scholar, after all. How often do I find really definitive answers on anything?”

Clearly the methods of the scholarship of teaching and learning are shaped by the methods of the disciplines; beginning with those methods is a right idea not only because they are familiar but because they’re warranted by scholarly peers who might build on the work. At the same time, one sees in these cases a good deal of methodological borrowing and influence, across fields. Cindi Fukami finds a helpful model in Donna Duffy’s use of an external observer in the classroom as a way to give objectivity. Focus groups, a method developed in marketing circles, are employed by Dennis Jacobs, a chemist. Mariolina Salvatori’s project design is reshaped by challenges posed by two sociologists who ask questions her colleagues in English probably would not. These cases document the power of methodological conversation and collaboration across fields, as faculty borrow approaches and perspectives from colleagues in other areas. Developing a broader, more sophisticated repertoire of methods is clearly one of the challenges facing this work, and a necessary step in advancing the scholarship of teaching and learning as a field.

Common Ground
To examine the questions and methods of the scholarship of teaching and learning is to raise an issue about its relationship to the larger universe of educational research. Generalizing about the difference is difficult, it turns out, because “educational research” encompasses a considerable variety of approaches. See, for example, Lee Shulman’s opening chapter in the second edition of Complementary Methods for Research in Education where he describes a wide range of work along five dimensions: problems, investigators, methods, settings, and purposes. As he points out, many of the approaches in evidence today could not have been foreseen a decade ago. Moreover, many of the methods he describes overlap with those described in this volume as examples of the scholarship of teaching and learning. It is useful, nevertheless, to identify the features that characterize the scholarship of teaching and learning. What do the eight cases tell us in this regard?

First, the scholarship of teaching and learning is deeply embedded in the discipline; its questions arise from the character of the field and what it means to know it deeply. Thus, Mona Phillips describes her investigation as follows: “I’m trying to describe as fully as I can a new way of thinking of my field and what it means to teach in keeping with that
transformed view.” Similarly, when Donna Duffy redesigns an abnormal psychology course around the concept of resilience, she is working out of a concept in her field, redefining an aspect of its teaching and learning. When Mills Kelly asks about students’ habits of recursive reading he is asking an historian’s question. Mariolina Salvatori’s interest in moments of difficulty reflects, she tells us, the field’s (and her own) theoretical conception of reading and interpretation.

Second, the scholarship of teaching and learning is an aspect of practice. In contrast to research done by a “third party” examining the practice of others, this is work, if you will, “in the first person,” undertaken by faculty looking at their own practice (and sometimes the practice of colleagues with whom they teach or share curricular responsibility). Indeed, for some of the case authors, the scholarship of teaching is hard to distinguish from teaching itself. It’s not just about one’s teaching; it is an element within teaching, hard to separate out. Mariolina Salvatori’s “difficulty paper” is, for instance, a central element of her teaching rather than a special “intervention.” Similarly, Mona Phillips’ investigation relies on regular activities of the course, including student papers and the “ideas assignment.” Mona talks, too, about how her investigation changes the role of students, making them more active agents in shaping and examining the processes of teaching and learning. Indeed, the involvement of students in the doing of the scholarship of teaching and learning—as co-investigators and agents, rather than as objects—is a theme that has arisen in CASTL’s Campus Program (Cambridge). As Mona also points out, the work entails a kind of “going meta,” a different way of looking at the activities in which she and her students engage as the course unfolds. Stephen Fishman and Lucille McCarthy (in a wonderful book-length account of their collaboration and development as scholars of teaching) describe the challenge of a process that “requires faculty to disengage from their normal activities, change their usual professional gaze, and view their classrooms in a highly reflexive way” (27).

In this sense, the scholarship of teaching and learning entails a challenge that several of my Carnegie Foundation colleagues working with CASTL call “the moving target” and that Bill Cerbin speaks of as a “changing script.” “In reality,” Bill writes, “I was teaching this class as I was experimenting with it and studying it, and under those conditions you sometimes have to change the script as you go because your best judgment tells you that a change would be an improvement for the students.” For some, this may imply that the scholarship of teaching and learning is less systematic or rigorous than other forms of scholarly work. In fact, Bill’s account of having to “change the script as you go” is offered by way of explanation for not being able to conduct full-fledged “design experiments”—an approach he aspires to in subsequent stages of this ongoing work. But for Mona Phillips this need to “strike a balance between rigor and flexibility” and to let the investigation “unfold and take shape as the course itself, as well as the students’ experience, unfolds and takes shape” is part of the power of the scholarship of teaching and learning.

Finally, the scholarship of teaching and learning is characterized by a transformational agenda. One of CASTL’s publicly stated goals is to foster “significant long-lasting learning for all students” (CASTL booklet, 3), and the desire to create stronger curricula and more powerful pedagogies runs through all the cases in this volume. The scholarship of teaching and learning might then be defined as scholarship undertaken in the name of change, with one measure of its success being its impact on thought and practice.

What then is the difference between the scholarship of teaching and learning and other
forms of educational inquiry? To what extent do the features described above characterize a distinctive field of investigation? My colleague Mary Huber recently shared with me an email message from a mathematician who asked the question this way: “What exactly is the difference between the kind of work being done by someone like Alan Schoenfeld [a faculty member at the University of California–Berkeley and recent president of the American Educational Research Association] and what Carnegie is promoting as the scholarship of teaching and learning?” Mary’s response is, I believe, congruent with the characterization put forward above, but she makes a wider point as well, worth quoting in full:

I have always seen the scholarship of teaching and learning as a broad canopy, under which a wide range of work could thrive. This could include work of the kind Schoenfeld and his educational research colleagues do, the work most Carnegie Scholars are doing, but also the work that scholarly teachers are doing when they make inquiries into their classroom practice, document their work, and make it available to peers in relatively informal settings (the brown-bag lunch, for example). The innovation here is to invite regular faculty, and not only education specialists, to see this kind of inquiry as a regular aspect of their work as professors. For purposes of faculty evaluation, the most elaborate work (the Schoenfeld kind) might be presented as scholarship of discovery (i.e., research), and the least elaborate as a form of reflection on teaching and learning (i.e., teaching). Those working the middle range could go either way. And naturally, any one person might over a span of time engage in different ways.

As this introduction makes clear, we are increasingly able to characterize the scholarship of teaching and learning both in terms of concrete examples and more general, distinguishing features. As Mary’s comment eloquently suggests, the point of doing so is not to choose camps but to find common ground; to bring the energy and intellect of more people, from various communities and traditions, to bear on important educational issues.

Indeed these communities (or rather, these types of work, since one person may do different things at different points) enrich one another. The scholarship of teaching and learning may open up new questions that, over time, prompt major new lines of educational research. Educational research may suggest models and strategies that can be explored in the scholarship of teaching and learning and in scholarly teaching practice. What CASTL aims to do is to foster forms of reflection and inquiry that can make the most of these opportunities and intersections.

In this spirit, it’s important to conclude this introduction by noting that the eight Carnegie Scholars who have here generously opened their work to public view are part of a growing community of scholars. They draw on and acknowledge one another’s work and the work of the much wider circle of faculty participating in CASTL. They both benefit from and contribute to changing conditions on campuses that can make the scholarship of teaching and learning (and its various cousins and relations, whatever they’re labeled) more central and valued—an outcome supported as well by the efforts of scholarly and professional societies that have been working to give prominence to teaching. There is, in short, a larger and very lively ecology around the cases that follow here. In a closing chapter, Lee Shulman reflects on the longer-term prospects for that ecology. But first the cases …
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Abstract

The editors of JoSoTL have received many inquiries about classroom action research (CAR). What is it? Why should you consider doing it? How do you do it? How does it differ from traditional research on teaching and learning? This essay is an attempt to answer those questions. I will also discuss why CAR is an excellent expression of the scholarship of teaching and learning, accessible to teachers in all disciplines.
What is Classroom Action Research?

Classroom Action Research is a method of finding out what works best in your own classroom so that you can improve student learning. We know a great deal about good teaching in general (e.g. McKeachie, 1999; Chickering and Gamson, 1987; Weimer, 1996), but every teaching situation is unique in terms of content, level, student skills and learning styles, teacher skills and teaching styles, and many other factors. To maximize student learning, a teacher must find out what works best in a particular situation.

There are many ways to improve knowledge about teaching. Many teachers practice personal reflection on teaching; that is, they look back at what has worked and has not worked in the classroom and think about how they can change their teaching strategies to enhance learning. (Hole and McEntee (1999) provide useful steps for enhancing such reflection. A few teachers (most notably Education professors) conduct formal empirical studies on teaching and learning, adding to our knowledge base. CAR fits in the center of a continuum ranging from personal reflection at one end to formal educational research at the other. CAR is more systematic and data-based than personal reflection, but it is more informal and personal than formal educational research. In CAR, a teacher focuses attention on a problem or question about his or her own classroom. For example, does role-playing help students understand course concepts more completely than lecture methods? Which concepts are most confusing to students? (See comparison chart at [www.iusb.edu/~gmetteta/Research_about_Teaching_and.htm](http://www.iusb.edu/~gmetteta/Research_about_Teaching_and.htm))

Action research methods were proposed by Kurt Lewin in 1946, as a research technique in social psychology. More recently, Donald Schön (1983) described the reflective practitioner as one who thinks systematically about practice. Classroom Action Research is systematic, yet less formal, research conducted by practitioners to inform their action. The goal of CAR is to improve your own teaching in your own classroom (or your department or school). While there is no requirement that the CAR findings be generalized to other situations, as in traditional research, the results of classroom action research can add to the knowledge base. Classroom action research goes beyond personal reflection to use informal research practices such as a brief literature review, group comparisons, and data collection and analysis. Validity is achieved through the triangulation of data. The focus is on the practical significance of findings, rather than statistical or theoretical significance. Findings are usually disseminated through brief reports or presentations to local colleagues or administrators. Most teachers, from preschool through university level, can be taught the methods of action research in a single course, a series of workshops, or through extensive mentoring (Mettetal, 2000). For more information on traditional educational research, see texts such as Educational Research (Gay and Airasian, 2000).

The boundaries between these categories are not distinct. Some CAR projects may become comprehensive enough to be considered traditional research, with generalizable findings. Other CAR projects may be so informal that they are closer to personal reflection. In this essay, I will describe the prototypical CAR project.
Why do Classroom Action Research?

First and foremost, classroom action research is a very effective way of improving your teaching. Assessing student understanding at mid-term helps you plan the most effective strategies for the rest of the semester. Comparing the student learning outcomes of different teaching strategies helps you discover which teaching techniques work best in a particular situation. Because you are researching the impact of your own teaching, you automatically take into account your own teaching strengths and weaknesses, the typical skill level of your students, etc. Your findings have immediate practical significance in terms of teaching decisions.

Second, CAR provides a means of documenting your teaching effectiveness. The brief reports and presentations resulting from CAR can be included in teaching portfolios, tenure dossiers, and other reports at the teacher or school level. This information can also help meet the increasing requirements of the assessment movement that we document student learning.

Third, CAR can provide a renewed sense of excitement about teaching. After many years, teaching can become routine and even boring. Learning CAR methodology provides a new challenge, and the results of CAR projects often prompt teachers to change their current strategies. CAR projects done as teams have the added benefit of increasing peer discussion of teaching issues.

How do you conduct Classroom Action Research?

Classroom action research follows the same steps as the general scientific model, although in a more informal manner. CAR methods also recognize that the researcher is, first and foremost, the classroom teacher and that the research cannot be allowed to take precedence over student learning. The CAR process can be conceptualized as a seven-step process. (For more detailed information about conducting CAR research, see authors such as Bell, 1993; Sagor, 2000; and Hubbard and Power, 1993)

Step one: Identify a question or problem.
This question should be something related to student learning in your classroom. For example, would a different type of assignment enhance student understanding? Would a strict attendance policy result in better test scores? Would more time spent in cooperative learning groups help students understand concepts at a higher level? The general model might be “what is the effect of X on student learning?”

Since the goal of CAR is to inform decision-making, the question or problem should look at something under teacher control, such as teaching strategies, student assignments, and classroom activities. The problem should also be an area in which you are willing to change. There is no point in conducting a CAR project if you have no intention of acting on your findings. Larger institutional questions might be tackled, if the institution is committed to change.

Finally, the question or problem should be feasible in terms of time, effort and resources. In general, this means to think small—to look at one aspect of teaching in a single course. Angelo and Cross (1993) suggest that you NOT start with your “problem class”
but rather start with a class that is progressing fairly well. As you become more comfortable with CAR methods, you may attempt more complicated projects.

**Step two: Review Literature**
You need to gather two types of information, background literature and data. The literature review may be much less extensive than traditional research, and the use of secondary sources is sufficient. Sources such as Cross and Steadman (1996) or Woolfolk (2000) will often provide background information on learning, motivation, and classroom management topics. Another source is the Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) database, which contains references to a huge number of published and unpublished manuscripts. You can search the ERIC database at [http://ericir.syr.edu/](http://ericir.syr.edu/) Your campus’ teaching and learning center should also have many useful resources.

**Step three: Plan a research strategy**
The research design of a CAR study may take many forms, ranging from a pretest-posttest design to a comparison of similar classes to a descriptive case study of a single class or student. Both quantitative and qualitative methods are appropriate. The tightly controlled experimental designs of traditional research are rarely possible in a natural classroom setting, so CAR relies on the triangulation of data to provide validity. To triangulate, collect at least three types of data (such as student test scores, teacher evaluations, and observations of student behavior). If all data point to the same conclusions, you have some assurance of validity.

**Step four: Gather data**
CAR tends to rely heavily on existing data such as test scores, teacher evaluations, and final course grades. You might also want to collect other data. See Angelo and Cross (1993) for a wonderful array of classroom assessment techniques.

(Be sure to check with your Institutional Review Board for policies regarding the use of human subjects. Most CAR with adult students will be exempt from review as long as you do not identify individual students.)

**Step five: Make sense of the data**
Analyze your data, looking for findings with practical significance. Simple statistical analyses of quantitative data, such as simple t-tests and correlations, are usually sufficient. Tables or graphs are often very helpful. Qualitative data can be analyzed for recurring themes, citing supporting evidence. Practical significance, rather than statistical significance, is the goal.

**Step six: Take action**
Use your findings to make decisions about your teaching strategies. Sometimes you will find that one strategy is clearly more effective, leading to an obvious choice. Other times, strategies may prove to be equally effective. In that situation, you may choose the strategy that you prefer or the one that your students prefer.

**Step seven: Share your findings**
You can share your findings with peers in many ways. You may submit your report to JoSoTL, which has a special section for CAR reports. These articles will typically be
from 4 to 8 pages—shorter than the typical traditional research report. Most CAR reports are appropriate for submission to the ERIC database (instructions for submission can be found on the ERIC website at: [http://ericfac.piccard.csc.com/submitting](http://ericfac.piccard.csc.com/submitting)). You might also share your work at conferences such as the International Conference for Teacher-Researchers ([http://www.educ.ubc.ca/ictr2001/](http://www.educ.ubc.ca/ictr2001/)) or at regional conferences for your discipline. Most disciplines sponsor a journal on teaching, although CAR may be too informal to meet publication requirements.

### Judging the quality of CAR projects

Although CAR projects are not as comprehensive as traditional educational research, their quality can still be assessed using the guidelines of Glassick, et al (1997) in Scholarship Assessed. I recently worked with colleagues to develop an evaluation plan for the CAR projects of K-12 teachers in a local school district (Mettetal, Bennett and Smith, 2000). The resulting rubric has been adapted for JoSoTL and is used by our reviewers for CAR, traditional research, and essay ([http://www.iusb.edu/~josotl/rubric/rubric.htm](http://www.iusb.edu/~josotl/rubric/rubric.htm)).
## Classroom Action Research Rubric

### Criteria for Quality Proposal and Projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Needs Improvement</th>
<th>On Target</th>
<th>Exemplary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goals</strong></td>
<td>Goals are not clearly identified.</td>
<td>Goals are identified and relate to teaching and learning.</td>
<td>Goals are clearly stated, relate to teaching and learning and will inform action.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Background Information</strong></td>
<td>No reference to previous research or theory.</td>
<td>Two to three references to relevant research or theory.</td>
<td>Integrates and synthesizes four or more sources of relevant research or theory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Methods</strong></td>
<td>Less than three sources of data.</td>
<td>Three sources of data from current classroom.</td>
<td>Many sources of data from current classroom (case study) or data that are compared with data from another relevant source (i.e., last year's class, another class in the school, state data).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Results</strong></td>
<td>Results are not communicated in an appropriate manner.</td>
<td>Communicate results through themes, graphs, tables, etc.</td>
<td>Results identify key findings. Communicate results clearly and accurately through themes, graphs, tables, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reflection</strong></td>
<td>Little or no relevant discussion of teaching and learning related to one's own classroom.</td>
<td>Discusses how results affect one's own teaching and learning in classroom.</td>
<td>Discusses how results affect own teaching and learning in classroom and implications for teaching setting (i.e., other classroom, schools, district, etc.). Also, identifies future research questions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Presentation** | • Paper not clearly written  
• Results are not shared with other audiences. | • Paper clearly written  
• Results shared with a local colleagues | • Paper is clear, insightful, and comprehensive  
• Results are shared with a wider audience. |
This rubric shows that it is possible to meet the standards of Glassick et al (1997) within the context of a classroom action research project. One of the most difficult criteria to meet is that of presentation, since there have been few forums for the publication of CAR projects. JoSoTL hopes to correct that problem.

Conclusion
Classroom Action Research fits comfortably under the umbrella of Scholarship of Teaching and Learning. Along with traditional educational research and course portfolios, CAR is a way of systematically examining teaching to gain new insights. One can certainly be an excellent teacher without engaging in CAR (or other types of SoTL), but participation in some version of SoTL enhances one's knowledge of the profession of teaching.

CAR is very attractive to faculty at all types of institutions. Those at primarily research institutions may welcome the opportunity to look at teaching with the same scholarly eye that they use for disciplinary research. Those at primarily teaching institutions (including vocational tech and community colleges) usually lack support for disciplinary research. They may find that their institutions provide a rich source of CAR data and that administrators appreciate these research endeavors.

The editors of JoSoTL agree that Classroom Action Research is an appropriate form of the scholarship of teaching and learning. JoSoTL is eager to receive submissions of CAR articles and will evaluate them using the rubric provided here.
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